
Taboos
Our Primordial Taboos… means… the Dharma (sense of Righteousness

or Religion)… that is built in, in the human beings. About these, I
think, Aboriginals knew better than we… but then we dominated

them… and also they had to change their style of life (970823.1) 

It's human nature to go against Primordial Taboos… because they
think… now, they have freedom… freedom to do what they like. 'You'
are free people actually, they are not… they are under the spell of all

kinds of allurements, you can call it… or temptations… which are
against human life (970823.1)

Now Sahaja Dharma is a little bit different… in the sense that it is
much higher…  it's much higher than even what Shri Krishna said… or
Shri Rama said. Shri Rama thought best is to give them discipline…

people should respect themselves (970823.1)… and Shri Krishna
thought to establish a dharma of pure love. Radha, who was with him

as his power… is called as Ahlada Dayini… she is the one who gives
joy… pure joy (970823.1) 

 It's very natural to be a person of dharma… small children mostly
have it… for example, children feel very shy to take out their

clothes… in the presence of others… they feel shy. You should be
shy… and humble… and respect your body… it's very important in
these modern times… when exposure of the body is regarded as a

great achievement of women. It's absolutely absurd that men should
be attracted to women… and women should be attracted to men… and

on the road, this adharma is the worst… it's a curse.

 All these limited types of attractions end up in troubles. You know
that today they are talking about 'tobacco'… tomorrow, they'll be
talking of 'drinking'. When they will find so many people suffering

from horrible liver… then they will taboo it… but it's a natural taboo. 



This is to be understood very clearly… in Sahaja Dharma… you are
just free. Complete freedom from lust… greed… and all nonsense…

you have reached that stage… is in complete freedom you have to be.
Whatever is not good for you, you should not do… I don't have to tell

you… that you don't do this, or you don't do that.

 The problem is… we are still rising out of this human bondage… to a
higher life of Realisation… and we have to realise that we have to

give up all these shackles… all these horrible things within us. Your
brothers, sisters, your father, mother, husband, everybody… they
try to pull you down… if they are drinking, they’ll say 'come along,

you better have something to drink… you're not social… you're
useless… not up-to-date'… that's how a fashion starts. In Sahaja

Yoga you are free from all this nonsense… free from money
bondage… this is very important. Then we have such a collective

sense of accepting nonsense… that has to be dropped off…
especially in America… also in England… like becoming primitive… or

becoming slaves of fashion (970823.1) 

In Sahaja Yoga we attend to our Primordial Taboos… they are
Primordial… and if you cross them… if you leave your Mariadas…
then whether you are a Muslim or a Hindu… you cannot be saved
(970823.2); I don't tell you… 'don't do this… don't do that'…

there's no need… because it's all awakened within you… and you just
don't do it (970823.2) 
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